Conformation Judge Judith Orsi, Oct 6, 2014

Best of Breed Dogs


101 CH WILDISLE STAR WARS. HP34698202. 06/09/09. breeder: Jill R. Bregy. By CH Lilliput Wildisle Immigrant, CGC, TT - CH Wildisle Spicemate Charmer, CGC. owner: Jill R. Bregy.


105 CH SHELLANE BRANIFF. HP37767406. 05/21/10. breeder: Maria Lubera & Claire Morrison. By AM CAN CH Wolfhavens Fools Brick O'Gold - AM CAN CH Druid Rock Shellane's Skylark. owner: Maria Lubera.


109 CH RUMOR HAS IT BY IRISH STAR DUST, CGC. HP41760602. 09/02/11. breeder: Tom Speckert & Carla Zayac. By CH Zajacz's Bradley Field Of Star Dust - Zajacz's Care Package To Stardust. owner: Sherry Mayo and Tom Speckert.

111 GCH DC GLENAMADDA STARKEEPER CONNERY, RN, SC. HP38139804. 03/14/10. breeder: J. Gagne & S. Prokopenko. By CH Glenamadda Starkeeper Armagh - CH Glenamadda Starkeeper U R Zada. owner: Audrey Wright.


119 CH TALIESIN'S REALTBHUION. HP39974502. 03/07/11. breeder: Donna and David Smith. By CH Taliesin's Sualice, JC - Taliesin's Wylde Rum Runner. owner: Donna and David Smith.

121 CH FURLONG'S BARBARO. HP36573401. 03/05/11. breeder: Annika Gustafson. By Furlongs Humphrey - Penny Bright Kelsey. owner: Lynn M. Simon, MD.

Best of Breed Bitches

144 CH GLADSTONE’S MAEVE, FCH. HP34825208. 07/14/09. breeder: Betty Johnson & Roger Johnson & Christine Johnson. By CH Wolf Tone Mike - CH Gladstone’s Come Fly With Me, JC. owner: Betty Johnson and Roger Johnson & Christine Johnson.

146 BISS AM CH GCH GLENAMADDA STARKEEPER CHEVONNE. HP38139802. 03/14/10. breeder: Jocelyne Gagne & S. Prokopenko. By AM CAN CH Glenamadda Starkeeper Armagh - AM CAN CH Glenamadda Starkeeper U R Zada, JC. owner: Jocelyne Gagne.


150 CH MOR LEGAL WAR EMBLEM OF ELKHORN. HP42453703. 11/17/11. breeder: Owner. By CH Maximilian Fionnmae - CH Mor Derry War Eagle Of Elkhorn. owner: Tamatha Joyce Aube.

152 CH MOR REGAL WAR ADMIRAL OF ELKHORN. HP42453702. 11/17/11. breeder: Owner. By CH Maximilian Fionnmae - CH Mor Derry War Eagle Of Elkhorn. owner: Tamatha Joyce Aube.


158 KELTAIRS HALO LEGENDS. HP39958601. 02/24/10. breeder: Jens Hogsander. By Furlongs Humphrey - Cualainn Phoenix At Keltaire. owner: Joel Mattson.
Best of Breed: 53 NIGHTWING'S CONSPIRACY from Bred-By-Dog Class

Best of Opp: 158 KELTAIRS HALO LEGENDS from Specials Class *correction*

WB & AOM: 158. SHELLANE ASPEN HIGHLANDS from Open Bitch Class

Best of Winners: 53 NIGHTWING'S CONSPIRACY from Bred-By-Dog Class

Select Dog: 107 GCH RIVERLAWN EXIT OF AERIE from Specials Class

Select Bitch: 146 BISS AM CH CAN GCH GLENAMADDA STARKEEPER CHEVONNE from Specials Class

Best Puppy: 12 EIRIAN'S RED HOT AT BROAD VIEW from 6-9 Puppy Bitch

Best Bred by Exhibitor: 53 NIGHTWING'S CONSPIRACY from Bred-By-Dog Class